
• Simplify algebraic expressions • Expand brackets • Solve equations in which the unknown appears on both sides

• Algebra uses letters, often x, to stand for numbers.• 3x means 3 times the unknown number. 

• Algebraic expressions can be treated in the same way as • x means square the unknown number.

number expressions.• x + 3 means add three to the unknown number.

employers have 
difficulty finding 
candidates with the 
skills they require*

of companies 
say that skills 
shortages
impact their 
ability to 
serve their 
customers**

skills in a job 
posting is a 
“soft skill”*

of University professors 
do not think students 
have the research skills 
needed for degree-level 
study***

Think of a number. Add 7 and then double the answer. Subtract 10, 

halve the result, and then subtract the original number.

Algebra can show you why the answer is always 2.

Think of a number: xAdd 7: x + 7Double the result: 2x + 14
Subtract 10: 2x + 4Halve the result: x + 2Subtract the original number: 2

Make two magic number tricks of your own, one like the example ab

longer. Check that they work using algebra. Then test t

• Think of a number. Double it, ad

 Use algebra to fin If y

• Critical thinking
• Problem solving
• Analysis
• Decision making
• Creativity

• Adaptability
• Continuous learning
• Intellectual curiosity
• Work ethic (e.g. initiative)
• Self-evaluation

• Teamwork and collaboration
• Communication
• Negotiation
• Empathy / perspective taking
• Leadership

Algebra may have begun in Egypt. The ancient Egyptians 

used the word ‘aha’, meaning ‘heap’, to stand for an unknown 

number. In the same way, we use a letter, such as x, today. 

The Ahmes Papyrus from Ancient Egypt around 1650BC 

contains problems that need a form of algebra to solve. 

They are believed to have been set as exercises for young 

mathematicians. These mathematical skills were probably 

essential for building the pyramids.

It’s really the more fundamental skills like 
teamwork and communication that seem to matter

the most, that employers demand the most”
Guy Berger, the chief economist at LinkedIn.

* Employability - Personal & Social Capability Framework report from Pearson, 2016. 
** Employability report from PSB for Pearson, 2016.
*** Bridging the Gap: Understanding the Differing Research Expectations of First-Year Students and Professors, Meg Raven, Mount Saint Vincent University), 2016.

To find out more 
about our new 

Edexcel International
GCSEs (9-1) 

SKILL: PROBLEM SOLVING 

Why we need
to close the 
global skills gap

Edexcel International GCSE (9-1) 
equips students with these transferable skills

 http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/ 
forms/edexcel-international-gcse-9-1.html

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
BASIC PRINCIPLES

Cognitive skills Intrapersonal skills Interpersonal skills

ALGEBRA 1

ACTIVITY 1

UNIT 1
ALGEBRA 1 19

1 in 6
54% 

1 in 3
87%

How?
Transferable skills 
are signposted 
in the qualifications  
and learning materials 
to support student
development of them. !
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